New On DVD & Blu-Ray

I Love Lucy Christmas Special: Colorized for Kids Lucy's always been one of, if not the,
funniest and most colorful characters in the history of TV. Three I Love Lucy episodes in
both colorized and their original Black & White versions. The famous "lost" Christmas
episode of I Love Lucy is built around a tacky-looking Yuletide tree that Fred (William
Frawley) has bought for the Ricardos. While Lucy (Lucille Ball) spends a goodly amount
of time attempting to "improve" the looks of the tree by methodically pruning its
branches, Ricky (Desi Arnaz), Fred, and Ethel (Vivian Vance) try to convince Little Ricky
(Richard Keith) to go to sleep so that "Santa Claus" will arrive. This slender plotline is
used to bookend some choice excerpts from previous I Love Lucy episodes, all drawn
from the period in which Lucy was pregnant: "lucy Is Enceinte," "Lucy's Showbiz Swan
Song," and "lucy Goes To The Hospital." Things come to a surprising end with a rare
"supernatural" gag. Originally telecast but once on CBS, "the Christmas Episode" was
never included in the standard I Love Lucy syndicated package; in fact, it did not
resurface until December 18, 1989, when CBS presented a new, partly colorized print of
the episode as a Christmas special. Paramount
Reach Me Led by a stellar ensemble cast, the inspirational dramedy Reach Me tells
interwoven stories from a diverse group of people who are united by one thing - a
powerful book from an anonymous and reclusive author (Tom Berenger). When the
book's positive message goes viral, a journalist (Kevin Connolly) and his editor
(Sylvester Stallone), a former inmate (Kyra Sedgwick), a hip-hop mogul (Nelly), an actor
(Cary Elwes) and an undercover cop (Thomas Jane) are inspired to change their lives
by facing their fears. Millennium
Elsa & Fred The story of two people who, at the end of the road, discover that its never
too late to love. After losing his wife, Fred (Christopher Plummer) feels disturbed,
confused and alone, so his daughter (Marcia Gay Harden) helps move him into a small
apartment where he meets Elsa (Shirley Maclaine). From that moment on, everything
changes. Elsa bursts into Freds life like a whirlwind, determined to teach him that the
time he has left to live - be it more or less - is precious and that he should enjoy it as he
pleases. Millenium
The Good Lie Academy Award-winner Reese Witherspoon joins an incredible
ensemble cast of Sudanese actors in the film critics are calling " a deeply touching
story about survival perseverance and hope. In 1983, orphan of the civil war in Sudan,
known as The Lost Boys, traveled nearly a thousand miles on foot, enduring
unspeakable circumstances in search of refuge. Over a decade later, a humanitarian
effort would bring thousands of these survivors to America. The Good Lie is the
uplifting, true-to-life tale of our friends' journey from their devastated homeland to the
foreign world that is modern America, and the people who help empower them to
begin again. Warner
Animal's Planet's America's Cutes Season 2 This 2-disc collection of cuteness is taking
over your television with a five-hour fluff-a-thon of the most adorable pets in the
nation. We've scoured the web-o-sphere to find aww-someness in action:
baby-cuddling kitties, tuckered-out tabbies, pups with serious sports skills, and some
bad, bad dogs. From cranky cats to chatty kitties, mischievous mutts to wacky woofers,
we'll count down the best clips of the internet to the most entertaining pets yet. Cat
lovers, dog lovers, and admirers of general cuteness will revel in the good, the bad, and
the fuzzy all culminating in the crowning of America's Cutest pets. Discovery
Yu-Gi-Oh! 5 D's Season 1 he future of dueling is revving up! And with it begins a new
legend! Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's! Welcome to New Domino City! Once the playground to
legendary duelist Yugi Muto, this sprawling metropolis has since been transformed
into a futuristic society where dueling has kicked into overdrive. With recent
technological advancements made by KaibaCorp, dueling has undergone a
metamorphosis that has revolutionized the makeup and pace of the game! It’s now a
heart-pounding, adrenaline-filled and fuel injected competition where duelists ride
supercharged hyper cycles called Duel Runners and battle it out in hi-octane contests
called “Turbo Duels.” The winners and losers aren’t just separated by skill and
strength… but by SPEED! However, for five special duelists, it's not just about winning
or losing anymore - it's about survival, for they are the chosen "Signers" who have been
marked by destiny to uncover the secrets of the five dragons! With new cards, new
players and new adventures, you’d better start your engines and get set to duel!
Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's don’t let the revolution pass you by! Cinedigm
Finding Joy A pompous author is forced to move back home after his career hits the
skids, and he falls for a free-spirited beauty who claims to be dying in this quirky
romantic comedy. The success of his first novel now a distant memory, Kyle Livingston
(Josh Cooke) longs to recapture his former glory. But his life is falling apart and his
options are running out. Reluctantly returning home to live with his estranged,
agoraphobic father Alan (Barry Bostwick), the fallen scribe finds his domestic rage
swelling until a chance meeting with sassy bohemian Joy Bailey (Liane Balaban).
Gorgeous, vibrant, and unpredictable, Joy is everything Kyle has ever wanted in a
woman, and before long he's back at the keyboard writing. His newfound happiness
proves short-lived, however, when his vivacious muse reveals that she's dying and

